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Choose your favorite kanji ( Japanese character), 
experience calligraphy, and print a T-shirt with the 
kanji you wrote yourself.
Reservations via the website are preferable, same-
day reservations are welcome. 
Fee: ¥4,900 per person for 1 T-shirt and calligra-
phy lea�et, ¥1,500 per additional T-shirt (same 
letter and ink color).
Time: approx. 60–90 minutes

Calligraphy experience and
Kanji T-shirt making
京都市下京区四条御幸町下ル大寿町402 四条TMビル3F 
オフィスゴコマチ京都四条
Office Gokomachi Kyoto Shijo, 3F Shijo TM Bldg., Daizu-cho,
Shijo Gokomachi-sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Email: calligra.t@gmail.com
OPEN: 10:30 to 16:00 (Sat & Sun only, no regular holidays)
https://www.kanji-tshirts.com

CALLIGRA.T カリグラティー
MAP36

*All prices include tax.
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京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526 / 526 Kodai-ji Shimokawara-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-561-9966　http://www.kodaiji.com

Kodai-ji Zen Temple 鷲峰山高台寺
Japanese Cultural Experiences (For group tours)

Sado is a formalized way of 
making tea to welcome guests. 
Participants are served 
“Matcha” green tea that has 
been prepared in front of them 
by a procedure called “Temae” 
(tea making).

Contents: Instruction about 
green tea, watching “Temae”, 
having sweets and “Matcha” 
tea, and a tour of Kodai-ji 
Temple grounds
Fee: ¥2,500 per person
Time: approx. 1 hour

Sado Program
(Tea Ceremony)
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Zazen is a form of mental training. 
Once participants understand how to 
do Zazen, they can incorporate it into 
their daily lives.

Contents: Instruction on how to do 
Zazen, Zazen meditation and a tour 
of Kodai-ji Temple grounds
Fee: Adults ¥1,500,
 Children (under 18) ¥1,000.
Time: approx. 1 hour

Zazen Program 
(Meditation)

For 10 or more participants (advance reservations required)
*Some reservations are declined due to temple events. 
*All explanations are in Japanese. We do not arrange for translators.
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京都市伏見区深草稲荷御前町76
76 Onmae-cho, Fukakusainari, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-606-1534　OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00
(No regular holidays)
1 min. walk from JR Inari Station, Nara line
http://www.maiko-taiken.com/

Maikozaka まいこざか
Dress in a kimono and enjoy walking
around JR Inari Station and Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine, TripAdvisor’s top
tourist destination
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Fee: ¥5,400 for 1 person
Rental Kimono Plan

Fee: ¥6,800 for 1 person
Maiko Plan

Fee: ¥20,800 *All plans are 90 minutes.

Family Plan (for 2)

(Maiko/Men’s kimono or Shinsengumi 
uniform)
Fee: ¥19,800 for 2 persons

Couple Plan
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